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Cicero is delighted to sponsor this Labour in the City pamphlet,
‘Ten Years On: Banking Beyond the Crisis’. It comprises a range of
essays on the financial crisis and subsequent lessons that need to
be learnt, not all of which reflect the view of Cicero or our clients,
but that provide an important contribution in the ongoing debates
across financial services, politics and wider society that still
reverberate from the events of ten years ago.
Tom Frackowiak
Executive Director,
Cicero Group

In September 2008, I was working for Halifax Bank of Scotland
(HBOS) that was subsequently taken over by Lloyds Banking
Group, with Gordon Brown’s Labour Government legislating to
override existing competition rules to allow the deal to take place,
in the interests of financial stability. What I remember vividly about
that time is the sense of shock at how what was perceived to be a
‘healthy’ bank, providing much needed competition in the sector,
could so quickly be in danger of collapse.
My other residing memory of my experience of HBOS’ collapse was
the human cost. At the time HBOS employed approximately 60,000
employees across the UK and I remember many conversations
with anxious colleagues uncertain about job prospects, most of
whom had lost savings - some considerable - in the bank’s share
loyalty scheme. I also witnessed the impact in communities like
Halifax and Calder Valley whose economic prospects were hit by
uncertainties around a large employer like HBOS, and the excellent
work Labour MPs like Linda Riordan and Christine McCafferty did
on behalf of their constituents.

Disclaimer: Labour in the City is an independent network for supporters of the Labour Party working in financial and related professional
services throughout the UK. This document is not a Labour Party publication and is in no way connected to Labour Party policy. The views
contained within are the authors’ own.
Copyright: Labour in the City and contributors, October 2018.
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One resounding theme through these essays is the idea that
financial services, and in particular the banking sector, needs
to continue to regain public and political trust. In spite of my
experiences at HBOS, I am proud to continue to work in financial
services and that Cicero represents many household brands in
the industry that through their businesses have a positive impact
on people’s day-to-day lives and benefit the wider UK economy.
However, it is clear that a focus on culture and demonstrating
social value are two critical lessons to learn from the financial
crisis. As John McFarlane, Chairman of Barclays and TheCityUK
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identifies in his contribution, “A company needs to stand for something beyond making
money…The mission should be to make a lasting contribution to society that finds a
balance between all stakeholders”.
As the UK’s largest independent public affairs agency, at Cicero we help our clients to stay on
top of the policy agenda across the political spectrum. Arguably, one of the most profound
long term consequences of the crisis has been in reigniting the debate in the Labour
Party about its attitude towards financial services and big business more broadly. Jeremy
Corbyn’s election in 2015 was a powerful symbol of this. It is stating the obvious to say that
despite lots of engagement with the Labour leadership, financial services still has its work
cut out to rectify its image in the upper echelons of the Labour Party. Shadow Chancellor,
John McDonnell MP pulled no punches in his speech at the Labour Party conference in
Liverpool when he said, “That power meant the bankers and speculators who caused the
crisis wouldn’t be the ones who’d pay for it. It would be our families, working people, our
businesses, our young people and especially the most vulnerable in our society”. The need
for financial services to continue to demonstrate that it has learnt lessons from the crisis is
clearly critical to mending this bridge with Labour.
Labour in the City is an important network for debate for individuals working in financial
services, but also a forum by which the Labour Party can get a better understanding of the
industry, as it develops policy.
I hope you enjoy reading these reflections, which I am sure will spark further debate.

Introduction

Sophia Morrell
Chair,
Labour in the City

On 15 September 2008, I was working as a trainee financial journalist
on a derivatives publication called Structured Products, learning
my trade in an esoteric corner of the market. Little did I know, we
were about to find ourselves at the epicentre of the worst financial
crisis in living memory. In the coming days, panicked people from
all over the UK called our news desk in sheer desperation and
confusion. Some of them had lost tens of thousands of pounds
as they discovered that Lehman Brothers had underwritten the
investment products sold to them by provincial financial advisers.
Lehman was not a name they had ever heard before. Yet their
savings were still gone.
We had written about credit risk incessantly and our sources
heaped disdain on Lehman with its single A rating, but the bank’s
collapse was not feasibly considered as an outcome by any of
them. If one thing has changed in 10 years, it is hopefully, at a bare
minimum, that this hubris is gone. But as we all know, the damage
wrought by the crisis goes far, far deeper than that. Ten years on,
society and the global economy are both still recovering and reevaluating their relationship with banking.
Labour in the City, as an independent network for Labour
supporters in finance, does not take policy positions. Our role is
as a platform for debate within the sector. In this vein, we have
gathered together a collection of voices over the coming pages to
reflect on where the banking sector is a decade on and what we
still need to do.
Each contribution raises critical points on how we move
forward. Some argue we are susceptible to another crisis, with
risks remaining in highly leveraged balance sheets or shadow
banking. Others remind us that banking needs purpose, given the
importance of its role to society and that banker’s conduct must
be of the highest standards. No one, from within the industry or
out, says the work is done.
Over 10 years, some things have changed. The publication of
Thomas Piketty’s book in 2013, Capital in the Twenty-First Century,
shifted the narrative into a broader, urgent debate about widening
inequality. Discussions about responsible capitalism and diversity
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within banking show the dial is moving, albeit slowly. But as recent political events show,
too many people feel shut out of a system that is simply not working for them. Both
policymakers and the banking sector itself need to find a way to redress the balance so
that financial services can be part of the solution, not the problem, and repair the damage
wrought a decade ago.

Banking must find its purpose to restore trust
I became Shadow City Minister in October 2016, eight years after
the worst moments of the global financial crisis began to unfold.
Yet so much of my role is about understanding how the industry,
society and our economy is still marked by these events today.
This is evidence of how profound the damage was.

We can only achieve this by sharing thoughts and ideas collectively. I’d like to thank all of
our contributors for giving their time to this project, as well as to our sponsors, Cicero and
the City of London, for so generously supporting us. Labour in the City remains an open
forum for Labour supporting individuals working in financial services in the UK, so join us
today and add your voice to the debate.
Jonathan Reynolds
MP, Shadow Economic
Secretary to the
Treasury (City Minister)

Instability in any industry is never good, but the crisis showed
just how deeply intertwined banking is with the UK’s economic
fortunes. How did we lose our way so badly that a package of
mortgage defaults in the US suburbs could lead to panicked queues
of Northern Rock customers in UK cities?
The events of a decade ago devastated communities throughout
the UK and we still see that reflected in a (hardly surprising) lack of
trust in banking. According to a YouGov survey last year, only 36%
of respondents said they trusted banks to work in the customer’s
best interests. Issues like the HBOS fraud and RBS GRG scandal
have only served to worsen these fears.
This matters because the British banking industry is a vital part of
our national infrastructure and an export we should be proud of.
It is hugely significant in terms of revenue. According to a House
of Commons Library report, the financial services sector overall
contributed £27.3bn in tax in the UK in 2016/17 and contributed
£119bn to the economy in 2017. The financial services sector
represents 3.2% of the entire UK workforce, while the lending
services banks provide are equally important to financing the
growth of our economy. The current SME funding gap we face
has been linked to the UK’s dwindling economic productivity in
comparison to our G7 counterparts.
We have witnessed significant new banking regulation in the past
10 years, most notably new capital requirements and bank ringfencing. Whilst we can never know for sure until the next crisis,
this regime should provide the basic tenets which were found to
be missing in 2008 with such catastrophic consequences. The fact
that taxpayer money was made available to banks through the
bail out reinforces the fact that financial institutions are of central
importance to our economy’s wellbeing. That was the right choice
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at the time, but it makes little sense that the Government is now selling off RBS, crystallising
losses just as the bank is returning to profit.
Banks are unlike other industries in that dealing with people’s money gives them a unique
and special responsibility and this brings with it rightly higher expectations about conduct,
culture and putting the customer first. This is why we have to aim higher for our banking
sector than to simply pay taxes and be tolerated. Banking needs to find its purpose in society.
It has been interesting to see a number of institutions contemplating these existential
questions in the years following the crisis. Many banks have indeed made concerted efforts
to bring about cultural change internally, overhaul systems and processes and show that
they take their role in serving communities seriously.

he has held since October 2016. Jonathan was elected as the Labour Member of Parliament
for Stalybridge and Hyde in 2010. He has served as Shadow Minister for Energy and Climate
Change, Shadow Minister for Transport and as Parliamentary Private Secretary to Ed Miliband
during that time. Before entering parliament, Jonathan was a corporate lawyer at a firm in
Manchester.

But agreeing the role banks play in our society should be a collective endeavour, including
policymakers, regulators and the individuals banks must be designed to serve. It is true
that a robust resolution regime has moved us past the immediate risks of 2008, but there
is plainly still work to do in creating a better balance between finance and the rest of
our economy, and ensuring the banking sector is the servant, not the master. Labour is
proposing measures to make the system fairer and more effective. We support a full ringfence within UK banking. We would also set up a network of regional development banks,
alongside a new national investment bank, to unlock capital throughout the UK.
We have also seen the emergence of new players; ‘challenger’ banks which aim to do things
differently, unconstrained by legacy technology. Technology has the potential to transform
the relationship between bank and customer, whether that is through apps which encourage
saving, or temporary blocks on gambling transactions at customer requests.
As we are on the brink of huge technological change, we must also answer important
questions now about what the future landscape should look like. Technology is exciting,
but how well can it serve an older customer base into the future? We should be cautious
about creating a pared back network with few branches or access to cash without thinking
long and hard about what customers will really need at every stage of their lives. This is
why a Labour government would introduce mandatory regulatory consultation before
banks can close branches on which local communities depend.
All customers, whether businesses or individuals, simply want to see a level playing field
between themselves and their bank. Ten years on from the darkest depths of the financial
crisis, this is an important moment for reflection and assessment on the sector’s purpose,
what it is for, how far we have come and what we still need to do to make sure it serves its
users effectively and fairly.
About the Author
Jonathan Reynolds MP is Shadow Economic Secretary to the Treasury (City Minister), a role
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Engage with finance for critical reform
Gordon Brown’s call for renewed international cooperation
to promote financial stability could not have come at a more
important time. While the immediate post-crash period led to a
flurry of summits and legislation in many countries, these have
substantially lost impetus over the last few years.

Anneliese Dodds
Shadow Treasury,
Minister and MP for
Oxford East

Two years ago as an MEP, I frequently heard industry figures argue
that ‘we’ve dealt with the causes of the financial crisis; now let’s
concentrate on growth’. That argument was faulty back then,
given that it apparently ignored the devastating impact of the
2008 financial crisis on growth (which we are still suffering from
today). But it also, arguably, mistook the political rhetoric from
the post-crash period, for the reality of reform – which in my
opinion has been insufficient in many areas. The complacency of
those blocking further reform is now, rightly, being challenged by
increasingly concerning indicators that much of the new growth in
both the UK and US is being fuelled by debt not investment (which
in the UK remains, of course, far lower than following comparable
recessions).

drawn to the Conservatives – a trend that Labour in the City is aiming to end. Above all,
however, it is essential that we can access high-quality expertise. At European level, ‘Finance
Watch’ linked reform-minded current and former traders and bankers with progressive
politicians. The model for the UK will no doubt be different and reflect the plethora of
organisations with an interest in financial stability, but it needs to be re-energised and
consolidated, if we are to build the evidence base needed for further reforms.
About the Author
Anneliese Dodds is the Labour and Co-operative Member of Parliament for Oxford East.
Anneliese represented Oxford from 2014 to 2017 as the area’s MEP. In that role, Anneliese
served on the Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee, focusing especially on clamping
down on tax avoidance by big companies. She was also responsible for tightening rules on
ﬁnancial services, to help prevent any repeat of the global ﬁnancial crisis. Before becoming
an MEP, Anneliese worked for many years as an academic. She also chaired a local debt and
welfare advice centre.

As we face up to new insecurities in the financial system, we
need to learn the lessons from what happened after the crash.
First, short-term economic nationalism was too often allowed to
dominate decision-making. The debate over the separation of
retail from investment banking at EU level is a good example of
this. The preponderance of French banks in the proposed scheme
was depicted as unfair singling-out, rather than simply a function
of the design of the new measures, which rightly focused on the
largest banks. The Trump administration, of course, exemplifies
this approach in spades – cloaking particularistic interests with
claims that they are being ‘business friendly’ (when in reality their
actions threaten financial stability).
As progressives we must buck the trend, by working more intensively
than ever with allies who also want to see an international financial
system which is stable and sustainable.
Second, politicians, and especially those of the centre-left, have
historically rarely engaged sufficiently with the realm of finance.
Many of those entering politics with a City background have been
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What has changed since 2007-9?

Ann Pettifor
Council Member,
Progessive Economy
Forum, Policy Research
in Macroeconomics
(PRIME)

There have been no structural changes to the international financial
architecture since the Great Financial Crisis of 2007-9. There have
however, been some changes at the margins of the traditional
banking system. Regulators have obliged banks to build up capital
buffers but have done little to constrain their risk-taking. There was
no serious effort to separate bankers’ speculative activities from
their retail businesses. Glass Steagall was not restored, even while
governments and central banks showered bankers with taxpayerbacked resources like Quantitative Easing (QE), low borrowing
rates and deposit guarantees.
The result is that for the private financial system, business is
now better-than-usual, as banks are too-big-to-fail and bankers
too-big-to-jail. Whereas before the crisis bankers took risks on
their own account, today their risks are shared with, and backed
by taxpayers. High street banks are now all global banks that
benefitted from the domestic resources of countries in which
they are based. They are now bigger than ever. They continue to
speculate in opaque financial instruments, and their bonus pools
continue to expand.
By early 2018, the volume of global debt had risen to nearly $250tn
– three times higher than annual global output – from $142tn a
decade earlier. Emerging markets’ share of the global debt stock
rose from 7% in 2007 to 26% in 2017, and credit to non-financial
corporations in these countries increased from 56% of GDP in 2008
to 105% in 2017.
Nevertheless the traditional banking system is probably stronger
than it was before the crisis. Far more worrying is the ‘shadow
banking system’. Shadow bankers operate, as their name suggests,
outside the scope of banking regulation. It is undertaken by huge
asset management funds that manage trillions of assets. The
sector has grown into a $160tn business – which is twice the size of
the global economy.

to the OECD, average GDP growth across these four countries has remained stubbornly
below 2% since 2010. So much for the orthodox economic theory of “monetary radical
and fiscal conservatism.” Public debt has risen as governments have exacerbated the
contraction of private sector activity with public sector contraction or ‘austerity’. And while
austerity has hurt both the real and the social wages of Britons, Europeans and Americans,
central bank largesse has ensured that the rich have got richer. Markets for assets have
inflated, and as they are mainly owned by the already-rich, they have benefited from the
windfalls of QE. Company mergers have intensified, and enormous sums borrowed by
corporates to finance stock buybacks.
All this means that another financial crisis is inevitable. The question is only which of
the many debt bubbles will burst as the Federal Reserve ploughs ahead with monetary
tightening. However, this time the public authorities will have fewer tools at their disposal
for managing a crisis. Back in March 1933 President Roosevelt lamented that bankers and
regulators “Faced by failure of credit, have proposed only the lending of more money.” On
the monetary policy advice of John Maynard Keynes, he embarked on a radical restructuring
of the global financial architecture, and within a few years had dismantled the ‘barbarous
relic’ that was the gold standard, and restored the US economy to prosperity and full
employment.
The world today lacks the sound economic leadership of that time. The future therefore
looks bleak.
About the Author
Ann Pettifor is the author of The Production of Money (Verso, 2017), a Council Member of the
Progressive Economy Forum, and director of Policy Research in Macroeconomics, (PRIME). In
2017 Jeremy Corbyn appointed her as a member of Labour’s Economic Advisory Committee.
Her 2006 book The Coming First World Debt Crisis (Palgrave) proved prescient, as did The Real
World Economic Outlook (Palgrave 2003). She is a trustee of the charity Promoting Economic
Pluralism (PEP). In 2018, the Heinrich Böll Foundation awarded her the Hannah Arendt Prize.

At the same time taxpayer-backed central banks in London,
Washington, Frankfurt and Tokyo have pumped at least $14 trillion
into the global economy as Quantitative Easing. And yet, according
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The bankers danced on

The European Banking Authority says that 4,597 bankers were paid more than EUR1m in
2016 and more than 4,000 of them worked in the City of London. Britain wants to get rid of
the cap once it leaves the EU in 2019.

Back in July 2007 just months before the start of the global financial
crisis, Chuck Prince the then chief executive of Citigroup, told the
Financial Times he was still dancing. “When the music stops, in
terms of liquidity, things will be complicated. But as long as the
music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance,” he famously said.

Deborah Hargreaves
Director,
High Pay Centre

No matter that the bear-like Mr Prince is an unlikely dance partner
and his comments have been taken out of context, this quote has
come to symbolise the carefree attitude of bankers in the run-up
to the global meltdown 10 years ago this month (Sep 2008).
The problem is, a decade after the collapse of the US bank, Lehman
Bros, that nearly toppled the global economy, bankers are still
boogying. The public has seen few repercussions on those who
caused the financial crisis and many on those who were its victims.
Economic austerity has bitten deep on both sides of the Atlantic
and hit the vulnerable the hardest. There has been a widespread
squeeze on welfare benefits. Average pay has yet to recover from
the deepest income squeeze since the Napoleonic wars. While
employment is high, many of the jobs created are insecure and
poorly paid.
And yet those at the top of the pay scale have emerged unscathed.
In fact, many of them are better off. Bankers’ pay packages –
implicated in the risk-taking culture that sparked the financial
crisis – barely suffered a setback.

The Dodd-Frank Act that was brought in to rein in Wall Street after the crash was also due to
restrict bank pay, but that requirement – like so much of the Act – is being scrapped since
Donald Trump came into office.
Bankers themselves say they have been swamped with rules and red tape imposed in the
past 10 years and that the big increase has been in compliance staff. However, a series
of banking scandals in the years following the crisis, such as the long-running saga over
payment protection insurance, has done nothing to bolster public confidence in the
finance sector. Anger at the banks and the widespread feeling that no-one has been called
to account over the crisis, has fed the distrust among ordinary people that bolstered the
Brexit vote and the backing for Trump.
In September 2008, Gordon Brown, the then UK prime minister bailed out the banks and
saved the economy when the cash points were on the brink of being shut. I was working at
the Guardian at the time. We heard the cashpoints were close to being closed and I tried to
get as much cash as I could. But 10 years on, the culture in our financial sector has changed
little while the rest of us are still paying the consequences.
About the Author
Deborah Hargreaves has recently written a book entitled “Are chief executives overpaid?”,
published by Polity Press on October 5. She founded the High Pay Centre, an independent
think tank that monitors top incomes, in 2012 and remains a director. She is chair of the London
Child Poverty Alliance, a group of charities working to alleviate child poverty. Deborah had a
25-year career in journalism where she was business editor of the Guardian and news editor,
among other posts at the Financial Times.

While bonuses for the financial sector as a whole, have not
recovered to their pre-2008 level, they have been rising rapidly at
almost 9% a year and bankers’ pay has been restructured to get
around new rules that limit bonuses.
After the financial crisis, the EU introduced a cap on bonuses to
once annual salary – or twice with approval from shareholders.
Regulators thought this would scale back the bonus culture and
reduce overall pay. Instead, what has happened is that banks have
increased salaries to reflect the bonus drop and paid their bankers
capital ‘allowances’.
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The importance of reputation & trust: the post-Lehman
landscape

Simon Lewis
Chief Executive,
AFME

The collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 was a seismic
event, not just for the banking industry but economically and
politically. It crystallised, graphically, one of the most dramatic
financial crises in modern times. Within 9 months of the crisis I was
at the heart of Number 10 seeing at first hand the internationally
coordinated efforts to limit the damage of the global financial
crisis. These efforts came together first at the G20 summit meeting
in London, skilfully chaired by Gordon Brown, and then at the G20
in Pittsburgh in September that year.
Many of the reforms agreed at Pittsburgh have underpinned and
driven much-needed reform of the banking industry over the
subsequent 10 years.
Banks are now better capitalised, better managed, with more preand post-trade transparency. Banks trading on own accounts has
been substantially curtailed although position taking to support
liquidity and risk management still has an important role to play.
Remuneration levels and compensation have been realigned more
closely with shareholder interests. There is also much more global
regulatory information sharing and coordination.
One of the effects of the G20 reforms has been the changing
competitive landscape, as the US banking sector emerged more
quickly and stronger from the effects of the crisis while the
European banking industry has been slower to return to full fitness.
For example, the largest US bank has a market capitalisation that
is more than double any EU-based bank.
Perhaps the big political fallout from the crisis of 2008 was the
“too big to fail” problem and the collateral damage from the
perception that the taxpayer bailed out the banks in the US, UK,
the Netherlands and other European countries. The long-term
effect of this has been a significant and, in some ways, dramatic
loss of trust both in the regulators and in the industry itself.
As we look back over the last 10 years it is important to recognise
that much progress has been made on the “too big to fail” problem.
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There is now a comprehensive and effective bank resolution regime in place in the UK and
Europe. Banks are much less likely to fail, and where they do so, any losses are expected to
be borne by bank investors rather than taxpayers. Authorities now have the power to deal
with a failing bank that they simply did not have 10 years ago. This was clearly illustrated
in the collapse of Spain’s fifth-largest bank, Banco Popular, in 2017. Financial markets and
regulators reacted calmly to the bank’s demise, showing that the mechanisms created in
the wake of the 2008 crash are working well.
Banks are also continuing to build up loss absorbing capacity to further strengthen their
resilience and enhance resolvability; the framework itself still being revised by policymakers.
This will tackle the continuing concern of the possibility of the taxpayer being forced to bail
out failing banks in either Europe or the US.
Culture and conduct has also been a major focus of change since Lehman’s collapse. This
is an area which cannot really be regulated, although the Senior Manager’s Regime in the
UK has been very helpful in creating a culture of individual accountability, particularly
in global institutions with complex cross-border responsibilities. However, culture and
conduct changes need to come from within and here the signs are also promising. There
are new styles of management, greater professionalism, and a real willingness to change.
The political damage of 2008 has reverberated significantly and the loss of trust in banking
is profound. It is quite clear that although there is more of a dialogue politically than there
was, the political goodwill that does exist is, understandably, paper thin. But banking
is too important an industry for economic success and prosperity not to have a voice in
public policy. A vigorous, innovative and profitable financial sector helps consumers and
households to save and invest, businesses to expand, and provides the means to fund
infrastructure and trade.
The significant next big challenge for the industry is to find a way of restoring public and
political confidence. This is necessary for a well-functioning, well-managed and wellregulated, banking sector that is able to serve the needs of the economy and its customers
over the long-term.
About the Author
Simon Lewis was appointed Chief Executive of the Association for Financial Markets in
Europe (AFME) in October 2010. AFME is the trade body which represents the pan-European
capital markets industry. Previously Simon was Director of Communications and the Prime
Minister’s Official Spokesman at 10 Downing Street. He has held a number of senior corporate
roles including Director of Corporate Affairs at Vodafone, Centrica and NatWest. Simon was
appointed as the first Communications Secretary to The Queen in 1998. Simon has a degree
from Oxford University in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. He also holds an M.A. in Political
Science from the University of California at Berkeley as a Fulbright scholar. He is a Visiting
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Professor at the Cardiff School of Journalism. Simon is a board member of TheCityUK and
a member of the Chatham House North American Advisory Council, as well as a member of
the Academy’s Advisory Board. He is Chairman of the Governing Council of University College
School (UCS) in Hampstead, North London. Simon is a Patron and former Chairman of the
Fulbright Commission. A version of this article originally appeared in The Daily Telegraph on
12th September 2018.

Ten years on - we must not forget the lessons we have
learnt
The financial crisis was profoundly consequential for the global
economy. Its cause was a long period of artificially low interest
rates fueling the wrong type of economic activity, combined
with exuberant risk-taking by banks with unacceptable levels of
financial leverage. In the UK it was exacerbated by bank mergers
at the top of the market.
John McFarlane
OBE
Chairman,
Barclays PLC &
TheCityUK

The resultant decline in the global economy meant many major
banks were taken to the brink which, given their interdependence,
led to the general collapse of bank share prices and requiring
emergency measures by governments and banks themselves to
restore their balance sheets. In certain economies the impact is
still being felt a decade later.
The question is why is it that many of the world’s major banks get
into difficulty in down-cycles, and why was this one so different?
Banks unfortunately forgot the near-death experience they had
some twenty years prior to the crisis. Over the following two
decades, they diversified away from their traditional role of
enabling financial transactions, looking after the money of those
in surplus, and lending it to those in deficit, and instead undertook
exuberant innovation, particularly in the issuance and trading of
financial instruments, such as sub-prime securities and financial
derivatives. This was enabled by high balance sheet leverage
and funded primarily with short-term debt and with innovative
financial instruments.
The basic cause of this is inherent optimism in good times, without
an equal focus on retaining capacity for difficult times. We forget
there is an economic cycle – good times don’t last forever. Also it
seems that markets systematically overshoot both on the way up
and on the way down. Structural imbalances slowly build up in the
system; euphoria begets euphoria. The consequence is a sharp
correction.
As a result, banks ended up receiving an enormous amount of
government support in guaranteeing deposits and medium-term
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funding, and in some cases the recapitalisation of the banks directly as we saw in the UK.
Fortunately, the remedies largely worked, and things have improved substantially, but
we’re not out of it yet. The UK government remains the majority owner of The Royal Bank
of Scotland, banks in Italy are still being restructured and European economies still have
ultra-low interest rates and austerity packages still in place.
What is certain is banks continue to face greater coordinated government scrutiny and
regulation, together with tight capital requirements, leverage constraints, and in certain
cases, limits on the nature, scale and scope of the enterprise.
For society however, banks are safer. Capital ratios are two and a half times what they were
prior to the crisis, and while society is safer, banks are less profitable.
All of this was necessary but not sufficient. Banks themselves needed to change, and to
ensure they were sound for the most difficult of times. This meant more subdued activity
in good times.
Banks, and their boards therefore, were faced with important strategic questions as to
where and how to compete going forward, and which businesses, countries and regions
on which to focus. Inevitably there was a retrenchment to core businesses and markets,
together with de-risking, de-leveraging and cost-cutting. This unfortunately was in contrast
with governments’ need to stimulate their economies with increased lending and for
banks to make up the shortfall in service to their customers and under-investment in core
infrastructure.

decisions and actions within the firm. The mission should be to make a lasting contribution
to society that finds a balance between all stakeholders. In reality this is not in conflict
with shareholders’ objectives, as a responsible corporation is also one that survives, and
succeeds in producing long-term value to shareholders.
A focus on values raises the bar and sets a new standard. In the end, for society, sustainability
matters more than profit, and making a lasting contribution matters more than making
money.
About the Author
John McFarlane has spent over 40 years in the banking sector in the most part at main board
level. John is a member of the Supervisory Board of Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield SE and a NonExecutive Director of Old Oak Holdings Limited and the Financial Services Trade and Investment
Board. He is a member of the following: International Monetary Conference; European
Financial Roundtable; Cranfield School of Management Advisory Board, Institut International
d’Etudes Bancaires and the President’s Committee Confederation of British Industry. John
was previously Chairman of Aviva plc, FirstGroup plc, and the Australian Bankers Association.
In his earlier career John was Chief Executive Officer of Australia and New Zealand Banking
Group for 10 years, and prior to that Group Executive Director of Standard Chartered plc, and
head of Citibank in the UK. John’s other former Non-Executive Directorships include The Royal
Bank of Scotland, Capital Radio and the Council of The London Stock Exchange.

Economies rebound naturally, and together with them, the banking system with excesses
removed, and the weak absorbed by the strong.
It led to a radical change in the global economic landscape, with developed countries facing
recovery and then moderate growth, unlike the developing countries, particularly Asia, and
especially China and India. Of the top ten banks in the world by market capitalisation, four
are American and four Chinese. Fortunately, HSBC is next in the top 10, but not the other
UK banks.
Of course, all of this has raised the awareness of the importance to society of a healthy
banking system. We’re all used to banks being impacted by the economy and government
policy, but not the reverse. The crisis, its causes, and the dislocation it caused for customers,
employees, government, communities, shareholders and debtholders, raises a question
about the role of banks, and for that matter, corporations in society.
A company needs to stand for something beyond making money. It needs a higher or moral
purpose that says what it stands for, as well as a moral centre of gravity that governs all
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Making capitalism popular again: learning the lessons
from Lehman

Bank crises have come and gone, relying over the years on different asset classes to leverage
their balance sheet to achieve earnings enhancing performance, for example commercial
property, Latin American or Asian sovereign debt, savings-and-loans and subprime
mortgages.

Have we learnt lessons from the Lehman collapse?
Ten years ago, Lehman Brothers collapsed. Panic engulfed world
markets and the global economy went into the ‘Great Recession’.
The word ‘Armageddon’ started appearing in the financial press.
How have we fared since?
Xavier Rolet KBE
Former CEO of
the London Stock
Exchange

The global economy has recovered, as have valuations. The global
technology race has continued unabated, along with an economic
re-calibration towards Asia: no one speaks of China as an emerging
market economy anymore, being the first nation to have launched
a quantum geo-stationary satellite in August 2016 whilst working
on the construction of a permanent lunar base.
Notwithstanding the enduring popular anger at the austerity and
suffering caused by the crash of 2008, questions remain. Have the
tens of thousands of pages of complex new financial regulations
such as Dodd-Frank in the US and the EU counterparts, EMIR or
MifiD made us any safer? Were 2008 and its aftermath predictable,
and any different from major previous crises?
Some central bankers have stated publicly that they think we are
now safer and in a good position to withstand future financial
shocks to the economy. Will these statements hold true as trade
wars loom and the world’s largest central banks such as the Fed
and the ECB start rolling back their asset purchase programs,
raising interest rates again in a world awash with debt?
Each one of the major economic crises in the recorded history
of our modern capitalist economies has had the same origin: a
banking collapse. Its root cause? Our inability to properly monitor,
regulate and manage leverage in the banking industry. Has that
changed?
A very recent Asset Quality Review by the ECB revealed that the
combined balance sheet of the three largest banks of one of the
EU’s largest nations was roughly equal in size to the combined
balance sheet of the three largest US banks (Wells Fargo, Citi and
JPMorgan), an economy seven times its size.
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An asset class large enough to sustain leverage build-up over time often involves some real
estate component. Lehman Brothers probably collapsed owing to a late and aggressive Q4
2007 expansion of its balance sheet into hundreds of billions of dollars of US commercial
property investments. This particular asset class didn’t even feature in the global expansion
strategy endorsed by its senior management at an off-site convened at the smart Florida
resort of Boca Raton in 2007: Asset Management, Emerging Markets and Prime Brokerage
were its stated strategic priorities! Leverage is opportunistic and non-linear: it only requires
a large and expanding asset class to maintain earnings enhancing momentum.
So, the question remains, although European banks have de-levered since 2008, do they
remain a risk to themselves and to the real economy owing to their leverage and the size
and contents of their balance sheets? Some investors like Bridgewater seem to think so,
who reportedly have built a major short position against the European banking sector.
Is there another way?
Are there other, complementary ways of funding the European real economy and its army
of 23 million SMEs in order to create the 20 million jobs the EU is still missing? And if so, can
Europe adopt a more innovative, stable & job-creating economic model, along the lines of
what Nassim Taleb described as an ‘anti-fragile, SME Economy’?
The answer is yes. A stable, job-creating economy based on innovation requires access to
a different kind of funding model: a patient, permanent, long-term, un-leveraged source of
capital. It was invented here. It’s called equity.
Bank lending still supplies 80% of all sources of corporate funding in the EU, its share of total
funding is actually growing. A re-calibration of our economy towards equity funding might
even save considerable amounts of taxpayers money (that few are even aware is being
spent on their behalf) as leverage in the financial sector continues to be heavily subsidised
at a great cost to the public purse.
According to Mark Esposito and Terence Tse, respectively from Harvard University and ESCP
Europe, European Treasuries spent €570bn euros of taxpayers’ money in 2016.
to subsidise debt through the deductibility of interest repayments from corporate tax bills,
adding further leverage to the financial services industry in the process.
No doubt the stewards of the existing debt-centred European funding model would argue
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in favour of maintaining the status quo for ‘stability reasons’ as bank debt remains quite
possibly the best, most cost-effective way to finance large corporations who can offer
lenders the protection of their cash flows and existing assets.
But what of the army of start-ups, scale-ups and SMEs who have neither, and must plan
several years ahead as they develop the new technologies of the future or develop new
export markets? Debt in general, and bank debt in particular, may not be the best financial
tool when it comes to funding capitalism’s most effective job and value creation weapon:
innovation.
Fast-growing innovative businesses, ambitious exporters and global SME businesses need
more than the downside-focused logic of debt funding and its assorted monthly payments,
guarantees and liens, covenants and protections. How does an entrepreneur develop
export markets requiring years of investments if you have to worry about the next month’s
repayment? The same applies to investment in research and development.
Recent research by the ScaleUp Institute shows that 16% of high growth firms use equity
and there is a direct correlation between even faster growth and an equity stake. 40% of
scaleup events (e.g. if a company has met the OECD criteria for two years, it has had two
scaleup events) that saw revenue grow at a rate of more than 100% were in companies that
have used equity financing, compared to 18% of scaleup events that saw revenue growth of
20 to 40%. The more equity investment a company has received, the more likely its revenue
is to be growing at a rate quicker than 100% a year, enabling them to create high paid jobs
and to invest.
Compare the favourable tax treatment of debt to the quadruple taxation of every pound
of equity income through its life-cycle: Income tax, Capital Gains, Dividend and a financial
transaction tax, stamp duty. Adding it all up, there is an almost 40% fiscal gap between the
cost of debt and equity. As a result, not only do European banks remain highly leveraged,
but European equity markets remain underdeveloped, turning over about $40bn on an
average day, vs $200bn in the US and $500bn in China. This matter because the more liquid
a capital market is, the lower the cost of capital will be for corporate issuers, and the greater
its resiliency in tough times. In 2009, after debt and interbank money markets had seized
up, global equity markets continued to provide liquidity for corporate issuers and banks
alike.
As a famous politician well known to the Labour Party once asked: ‘What is to be done?’.
Perhaps the following might be considered: given the abundance of private capital in this
low-rate environment, public investment is not needed. A fiscal re-calibration toward
patient capital equity is. It would most likely involve capping the deductibility of interest
for financial institutions to guard against excessive leverage, which would more than cover
a reduction in the quadruple taxation of equity income. Abolishing stamp duty for retail
investors would be a good start.
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We need to increase the demand for equity finance from SMEs. The coordination of a
National Capital Market Plan to facilitate access to equity capital for the UK’s 5.4 million
SMEs by creating a ‘one stop shop’ for high growth businesses would be an important step.
The recent launch of British Patient Capital and the work of the British Business Bank are
important steps, but cross agency working is needed, including the financial regulators and
biggest investors to ensure a fully joined up approach to financing high growth businesses.
Innovate UK has identified that businesses can miss opportunities to secure equity
investment because of misunderstandings of what investors look for, as is noted in their
recent report Scaling Up: The Investor Perspective. Recognition of finance programmes by
scaleups should be improved: only 24% of UK high growth businesses are aware of the
Business Growth Fund, 16% of the British Business Bank and 5% aware of the Business
Finance Guide. This shows it is important to increase the consistency and quality of guidance
and education on growth capital finance. There is a clear opportunity for policymakers to
create a long-term and ambitious growth mind-set towards external finance and to signpost
opportunities better for appropriate growth finance to scaleup and scaling businesses.
Lastly, we need a strengthening of the LEP Network, Growth Hubs, Innovate UK, Catapult
Centres and Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, building on success at local level. Business
support provision is most successful when it is locally provided, tailored to the needs of
individual firms and valued by local businesses. It is vital that these services are simple to
navigate and easy to use. Embedding an Account Manager model into LEPs and Growth
Hubs for businesses that have an ambition to scale will ensure that business support
provision is well targeted. As identified by the ScaleUp Institute, the Denmark Growth House
and Scottish High Value Account Manager models demonstrate best practice in delivering
targeted, valued business support.
Targeting could be achieved through effective use of existing Government data sources
helping to identify fast-growing firms more quickly.
Conclusion
Less leverage stemming from an over-reliance on bank lending and greater access to private
patient long-term capital would provide a more stable funding framework to give our high
growth SMEs an opportunity to invest more in the real economy and to create high paid
jobs. By reducing our dependence on bank financing, we can diversify our economy and
remove some of the conditions that led to the 2008 crisis.
Facilitating greater retail access to the millions of opportunities offered by UK entrepreneurs
and innovators might even make capitalism popular again.
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More to be done to create a level playing field
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When the collapse of Lehman Brothers triggered the 2008 financial
crash, policymakers and regulators said breaking the dominance
of the incumbent banks was top priority. To do so would create a
more stable and robust economy, create jobs, increase customer
choice and inject innovation into a staid and slow-moving industry.
Against this backdrop Metro Bank opened its doors in 2010 and the
term ‘challenger bank’ was coined.
Craig Donaldson
Chief Executive,
Metro Bank

Yet despite the buzz around neo banks and challenger banks
bursting onto the scene, the big five retain their vice-like grip.
While the barriers to entry have reduced, the barriers to growth
have increased. In particular, capital requirements have become
disproportionate for growth organisations and favour the large
incumbents. Capital held in relation to credit risk is a prime
example. New entrants and challenger banks are placed on a
‘standardised’ approach to credit risk, unlike their large banking
peers who benefit from a more benign methodology, known as
the Advanced Internal Ratings based approach (AIRB). The impact
is most keenly felt in the mortgage market, where banks such
as Metro Bank when lending to the same person, with the same
affordability, credit score, property and Loan to Value (LTV) have to
hold a 35% capital weighting, compared to between 7% and 11%
for the big banks. Quite aside from the financial benefit of AIRB,
those larger banks are able to turn that benefit to their advantage
in terms of pricing that is difficult for the challengers to match. This
is fundamentally anti-competitive and favours them over growth
disruptors.
There have also been unintended consequences to initiatives
introduced to safeguard the sector and consumers. MREL
(minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities) is a
prime example. Designed to avoid excessive disruption to the UK
financial system and burden to the public purse if an organisation
were to fail, it actually acts as a disincentive to growing beyond
a certain size. Banks with more than 40,000 accounts (less than
0.03% of the market) or £15bn of assets are viewed as systemically
important and carry the same capital requirements as the large
banks, who have significantly more scale to carry the costs this
brings. They can also raise debt to cover the MREL requirements at
a significantly lower price, creating a competitive
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advantage for them and penalising those trying to grow and create competition. For a more
proportionate approach we could look to the US, the most competitive banking market.
There, the equivalent to MREL (TLAC) is applied at $250bn, compared to the UK’s £15bn.
MREL and the ‘standardised approach’ are undoubtedly impacting the pace of growth of
those trying to create competition. The same banks that dominated the sector a decade
ago continue to control 80% of retail banking. In small and business banking – the most
underserved market in banking – this figure jumps to over 90%.
Despite this backdrop, some progress has been made. A raft of new players have entered
banking with exciting, bold business models and ambitions, not carbon copies of the big
banks with dismal service and poor products. Back in 2016, the Competition & Markets
Authority revealed an alarming figure: three-quarters of customers have never switched
bank accounts. Just 3% make the move each year. But, this is changing. Last year, PwC
and YouGov surveyed 2,000 UK consumers and found that more than half prefer to use a
number of banks for specific tasks – a mortgage here, a loan there. This proves that there
is a tangible appetite for new brands and services, along with a willingness to ‘multi-bank’.

want to knock the incumbents off their perch and replace them, we want to improve the
system and lead a cohort of modern banks that believe customers deserve more. There’s a
real opportunity to create a fair, diverse, resilient and innovative banking sector that serves
both customers and shareholders. We’ve made progress, but need to think more about
proportionate regulation. Let’s create that level playing field and give everyone more of a
chance and the British public and businesses a banking sector that is befitting of them.
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Then there’s the emergence of fintech. Whichever way you look, the pace of innovation is
remarkable, whether it is blockchain, artificial intelligence, digital payment technologies
or the launch of open banking. I have no doubt that we’ll look back in 10 years’ time and
view the changes taking place here and now as a seminal period for banking. However,
without a level playing field and support and the right environment for banks to grow it
will favour the big banks.
Does this mean out with the old and in with the new? In some ways yes. Archaic legacy
systems, computer says no responses, and down-right atrocious customer experiences
should be well and truly left to fester in the bad old days of banking. There’s no need and
no reason for customers to settle with anything other than a banking partner that works for
them, given the number of fresh approaches.
From day one, we set about creating the right culture at Metro Bank that would create
FANS of our customers and enable us to make the right choices at every step, alongside
introducing state-of-the-art technology that would make the lives of our personal and
business customers and colleagues’ easier. We shook things up; we disrupted; and we created
something truly different. Since launching, we have already created 3,500 jobs to support
our 1.3 million customer accounts. We have proven that businesses and consumers have
choice. We have ripped up the rule book that was used by the incumbents to underserve,
underservice and under-deliver and shown just what a customer-first approach can do.
And it’s not just us, the new breed of banks are together proving that there’s a new status
quo in town. One that provides choice.
So when people ask whether we’re still a challenger, I like to call us a disruptor. We don’t
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